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LSND, PRD64(2002)112007

1. LSND experiment
LSND experiment at Los Alamos
observed excess of anti-electron
neutrino events in the anti-muon
neutrino beam (p-DAR).

The signal is prompt positron and
delayed neutron capture.

n µ ¾oscillatio
¾¾
¾n ®n e + p ® e + + n
~0.3%

n+ p ® d +g
(186 us with 2.2 MeV)

87.9 ± 22.4 ± 6.0 (3.8.s)
LSND
signal

p + ®n µ + µ +
µ + ® e + +n e +n µ
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LSND, PRD64(2002)112007

1. LSND experiment

The signal is prompt positron and
delayed neutron capture.

LSND experiment at Los Alamos
observed excess of anti-electron
neutrino events in the anti-muon
neutrino beam (p-DAR).

n µ ¾oscillatio
¾¾
¾n ®n e + p ® e + + n
~0.3%

n+ p ® d +g
(186 us with 2.2 MeV)

87.9 ± 22.4 ± 6.0 (3.8.s)

g from delayed neutron capture needs
to be modelled
Rg = likelihood ratio of “correlated g” to “accidental g”

nµCC data (p-DIF)
suggest we
model g
distribution well

@teppeikatori
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LSND, PRD64(2002)112007

1. LSND experiment
LSND experiment at Los Alamos
observed excess of anti-electron
neutrino events in the anti-muon
neutrino beam (p-DAR).
87.9 ± 22.4 ± 6.0 (3.8.s)

The signal is prompt positron and
delayed neutron capture.

n µ ¾oscillatio
¾¾
¾n ®n e + p ® e + + n
~0.3%

n+ p ® d +g
(186 us with 2.2 MeV)

g from delayed neutron capture needs
to be modelled
Cosmogenic background is important

Beam off data show
signal-like events at
the bottom
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New experiment needs better
beam timing, and better neutron
capture signal
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JSNS2 = J-PARC sterile Neutrino Search at J-PARC Spallation Neutron Source

2. JSNS2 experiment
JSNS2 experiment uses p-DAR neutrinos
from a pulsed spallation neutron source.

Direct test of LSND signal
✅ Similar beam
✅ Better timing
Similar baseline
Better signal efficiency

@teppeikatori
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JSNS2 = J-PARC sterile Neutrino Search at J-PARC Spallation Neutron Source

2. JSNS2 experiment
JSNS2 experiment uses p-DAR neutrinos
from a pulsed spallation neutron source.
Detector is located MLF 3rd floor.

Direct test of LSND signal
✅ Similar beam
✅ Better timing
✅ Similar baseline
Better signal efficiency

24m
30m
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JSNS2 = J-PARC sterile Neutrino Search at J-PARC Spallation Neutron Source

2. JSNS2 experiment
JSNS2 experiment uses p-DAR neutrinos
from a pulsed spallation neutron source.
Detector is located MLF 3rd floor.

Direct test of LSND signal
✅ Similar beam
✅ Better timing
✅ Similar baseline
✅ Better signal efficiency

Gd-loaded liquid scintillator detector
- 17 ton of Gd-loaded LS (acrylic vessel)
- 33 ton of LS (veto region)

Figure:
STEREO
experiment

neutron H-capture vs Gd-capture

LS
Gd-LS

Energy

Timing

2.2 MeV

186 us

8 MeV

30 us
@teppeikatori
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The data
taking is expected to start
in early 2020!
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3. 1eV sterile neutrino hypothesis

𝑃 𝜈$ ⟶ 𝜈& = 𝑠𝑖𝑛+ 2𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛+ 1.27Δ𝑚+

𝐿
𝐸

3 types of neutrino oscillations are found:
LSND neutrino oscillation:
Dm2~1eV2
Atmospheric neutrino oscillation: Dm2~10-3eV2
Solar neutrino oscillation :
Dm2~10-5eV2
But we cannot have so many Dm2!
Dm132 ≠ Dm122 + Dm232

ns
nt
nµ
ne
LSND signal indicates 4th generation neutrino, but we know there is no additional flavour
from Z-boson decay, so it must be sterile neutrino
MiniBooNE is designed to have same L/E~500m/500MeV~1 to test LSND Dm2~1eV2
@teppeikatori
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𝑃 𝜈$ ⟶ 𝜈& = 𝑠𝑖𝑛+ 2𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛+ 1.27Δ𝑚+

3. MiniBooNE experiment

𝐿
𝐸

Keep L/E same with LSND, while changing systematics, energy & event signature to test LSND
signal under sterile neutrino hypothesis.
MiniBooNE is looking for single isolated electron like events, which is the signature of ne events
𝜈$ (500 𝑀𝑒𝑉) ⟹
𝜈̅$ (500 𝑀𝑒𝑉) ⟹

𝜈& + 𝑛 → 𝑒 @ + 𝑝
𝜈̅& + 𝑝 → 𝑒 C + 𝑛

MiniBooNE has;
- higher energy (~500 MeV) than LSND (~30 MeV)
- longer baseline (~500 m) than LSND (~30 m)
FNAL Booster

target and horn

decay region

dirt

detector

nµ ® ne ???

K+

p+

Booster

absorber

primary beam

secondary beam

tertiary beam

(protons)

(mesons)

(neutrinos)
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MiniBooNE, PRD79(2009)072002

𝜈$
𝜈̅$

⟹ 𝜈& + 𝑛 → 𝑒 @ + 𝑝
⟹ 𝜈̅& + 𝑝 → 𝑒 C + 𝑛

3. Booster Neutrino Beamline (BNB)
p ® µ nµ
MiniBooNE predicts neutrino flux from beamline simulation
with hadron production data from HARP (CERN)

K® µ nµ
µ ® e nµ ne
K® p e ne
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16%
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MiniBooNE,NIM.A599(2009)28

3. MiniBooNE detector
p ® µ nµ
K® µ nµ
µ ® e nµ ne
K® p e ne

𝜈$
𝜈̅$

⟹ 𝜈& + 𝑛 → 𝑒 @ + 𝑝
⟹ 𝜈̅& + 𝑝 → 𝑒 C + 𝑛

MiniBooNE predicts neutrino flux from beamline simulation
with hadron production data from HARP (CERN)
neutrino mode

antineutrino mode

intrinsic ne
contamination

0.6%

0.6%

intrinsic ne from µ decay

49%

55%

intrinsic ne from K decay

47%

41%

others

4%

4%

wrong sign fraction

6%

16%

Mineral oil Cherenkov detector
- 541 m away from the beam target
- 800 ton of mineral oil
- 1280 inner PMTs
- 240 veto PMTs
- PID from Cherenkov ring profile
- Neutrino energy is reconstructed from outgoing
charged kinematics (common problem for all
neutrino experiments)

MiniBooNE cannot distinguish electron (signal
@teppeikatori
from neCC) from gamma (misID
background)
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3. Internal background constraints

misID

All backgrounds are internally constrained
à intrinsic (beam ne) = flat
à misID (gamma) = accumulate at low E

intrinsic

ne candidate data

@teppeikatori
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3. ne from µ-decay constraint

p ® µ nµ

µ ® e nµ ne

En (GeV)

All backgrounds are internally constrained
à intrinsic (beam ne) = flat
à misID (gamma) = accumulate at low E

𝜋 C ⟶ 𝜇C + 𝜈$
measured
inferred
𝜋 @ ⟶ 𝜇@ + 𝜈̅$
𝜇C ⟶ 𝑒 C + 𝜈̅$ + 𝜈&
𝜇@ ⟶ 𝑒 @ + 𝜈$ + 𝜈̅&

@teppeikatori

ne from µ decay
is constrained
from nµCCQE
measurement
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3. ne from K+-decay constraint
All backgrounds are internally constrained
à intrinsic (beam ne) = flat
à misID (gamma) = accumulate at low E

SciBooNE 3 track event

ne candidate data
ne from µ decay
is constrained
from nµCCQE
measurement

SciBooNE,PRD84(2011)012009

ne from K decay is
constrained from
SciBooNE high
energy nµ event
measurement
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3. g from po constraint
All backgrounds are internally constrained
à intrinsic (beam ne) = flat
à misID (gamma) = accumulate at low E

ne candidate data
Asymmetric po
decay is constrained
from measured
NCpo rate (po®g)

ne from µ decay
is constrained
from nµCCQE
measurement

po
NCpo
event
@teppeikatori

Asymmetric
decay
ne from K decay is
constrained from
o
pSciBooNE
high
energy nµ event
measurement

MiniBooNE,
PLB664(2008)4120/03/12
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3. External g constraint
All backgrounds are internally constrained
à intrinsic (beam ne) = flat
à misID (gamma) = accumulate at low E

ne candidate data
Asymmetric po
decay is constrained
from measured
NCpo rate (po®g)

ne from µ decay
is constrained
from nµCCQE
measurement
ne from K decay is
constrained from
SciBooNE high
energy nµ event
measurement

dirt rate is
measured from
dirt data sample
@teppeikatori
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3. NCg constraint
All backgrounds are internally constrained
n
à intrinsic (beam ne) = flat
à misID (gamma) = accumulate at low E

NCpo production

Z D

n
po
N

N
measured
inferred

ne candidate data
NCg production
Asymmetric po
decay is constrained
from measured
NCpo rate (po®g)

n

Z

n
g

D
N

N

D resonance rate
is constrained
from measured
NCpo rate

ne from µ decay
is constrained
from nµCCQE
measurement
ne from K decay is
constrained from
SciBooNE high
energy nµ event
measurement

dirt rate is
measured from
dirt data sample
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3. Internal background constraints summary
All backgrounds are internally constrained
à intrinsic (beam ne) = flat
à misID (gamma) = accumulate at low E
Major backgrounds are all measured in other data
sample and their errors are constrained.

Intrinsic background prediction relies
on nµCC data, not near detector data
misID background prediction relies on
neutrino interaction model to relate
internal measurements

ne candidate data
Asymmetric po
decay is constrained
from measured
NCpo rate (po®g)
D resonance rate
is constrained
from measured
NCpo rate
dirt rate is
measured from
dirt data sample

ne from µ decay
is constrained
from nµCCQE
measurement
ne from K decay is
constrained from
SciBooNE high
energy nµ event
measurement

New experiment needs
near detector and better20/03/12
PID for e vs24g
@teppeikatori

MINERvA, PRD100(2019)072005, arXiv:2002.05812

NCpo bkgd

3. MINERvA neutrino pion production measurements
CC1p+, CCNp+, 𝜈̅ CC1po, nCC1po data
- state-of-the-art data-MC comparison
- simultaneous tuning of nuclear effects
- At this moment, data-MC is not understood

Intrinsic background prediction relies
on nµCC data, not near detector data
misID background prediction relies on
neutrino interaction model
CC1p+ production
n
Z
N

Figure:
Tomasz
Golan

D

CC1po production

µ

n

p+
N

Z

D

µ
po

n

CC1po candidate event

New experiment needs
near detector and better20/03/12
PID for e vs 25
g
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p

T2K, JPhysG46 (2019) 08LT01

NCpo bkgd

3. T2K Neutrino NC single photon production (NCg) NCg bkgd
Intrinsic background prediction relies
on nµCC data, not near detector data

NCg process is not experimentally identified.
T2K and NOMAD set limits on this process, but
~x3 higher cross-section can explain all
MiniBooNE excess.
n

misID background prediction relies on
neutrino interaction model

n

Z

g
D

N

D-radiative decay

10

N
σ (10-38cm2/nucleon)

1
10−1

10−2
10−3

10−4
10−1

Wang et al. calculation
T2K 90%CL limit
T2K expected 90%CL limit
T2K Flux (all ν , arbitrary unit)
NOMAD 90%CL limit

T2K limit
NOMAD limit

expected NCg
cross-section
1
10
Neutrino energy [GeV]

T2K near detector NCg candidate

New experiment needs
near detector and better20/03/12
PID for e vs26g
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See talk by Stefan Söldner-Rembold

4. MicroBooNE experiment
MicroBooNE sees neutrinos from BNB, detector hall is
next to MiniBooNE. SBND serves as a near detector.

Direct test of MiniBooNE signal
✅ Same beam
✅ Similar baseline
✅ Near detector
Better e/g separation

MiniBooNE

@teppeikatori
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MicroBooNE,JINST12(2017)P02017

See talk by Stefan Söldner-Rembold

4. MicroBooNE experiment
MicroBooNE sees neutrinos from BNB, detector hall is
next to MiniBooNE. SBND serves as a near detector.

Direct test of MiniBooNE signal
✅ Same beam
✅ Similar baseline
✅ Near detector
Better e/g separation

Liquid Argon Time Projection Chamber (LArTPC)
- High resolution 3D detector
- Scintillation light detection to add timing information
Ar-Neutrino
interaction

Scintillation
(~ns, VUV)

High-resolution
3D image (~ms)

cryogenic PMT array
@teppeikatori
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MicroBooNE,JINST12(2017)P02017, Public Note: 1038, 1041

4. MicroBooNE experiment
MicroBooNE sees neutrinos from BNB, detector hall is
next to MiniBooNE. SBND serves as a near detector.

See talk by Stefan Söldner-Rembold
Direct test of MiniBooNE signal
✅ Same beam
✅ Similar baseline
✅ Near detector
✅ Better e/g separation

Liquid Argon Time Projection Chamber (LArTPC)
- High resolution 3D detector
- Scintillation light detection to add timing information
- e/g separation by dE/dx and radiation length

1p1g simulation
(misID background)

MicroBooNE data

dE/dx of first 4cm track (simulation)

1p1e candidate
(oscillation signal)
30

@teppeikatori
20/03/12 very soon!
First low energy
excess search result is expected

Conclusions
Sort-base accelerator-based anomalies include
- LSND signal
- MiniBooNE signal
These signals can be explained by neutrino oscillations with 1eV sterile neutrinos
JSPS2 experiment can directly test the LSND signal
- Better timing
- Better signal efficiency
MicroBooNE experiment can directly test the MiniBooNE signal
- Near detector
- Better e/g separation
We hope to solve all short-baseline neutrino anomalies soon!

20/03/12

Thank you for your attention!
@teppeikatori
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backup
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Miniboone was a
NYC-based band
2008 - 2016
MiniBooNE was a
Fermilab-based
neutrino experiment
2004 - 2018

@teppeikatori
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LSND, PRD64(2002)112007

1. LSND experiment
LSND experiment at Los Alamos
observed excess of anti-electron
neutrino events in the anti-muon
neutrino beam (p-DAR).

The signal is prompt positron and
delayed neutron capture.

n µ ¾oscillatio
¾¾
¾n ®n e + p ® e + + n
n+ p ® d +g
(186 us with 2.2 MeV)

87.9 ± 22.4 ± 6.0 (3.8.s)
g from delayed neutron capture is
modelled

nµCC suggest
we understand
g distribution

Rg = likelihood ratio of “correlated g” to “accidental g”
@teppeikatori
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JSNS2 = J-PARC sterile Neutrino Search at J-PARC Spallation Neutron Source

2. JSNS2 experiment
JSNS2 experiment uses p-DAR neutrinos
from a pulsed spallation neutron source.
Detector is located MLF 3rd floor.

Direct test of LSND signal
✅ Similar beam
✅ Better timing
✅ Similar baseline
✅ Better signal efficiency

Gd-loaded liquid scintillator detector
- 17 ton of Gd-loaded LS (acrylic vessel)
- 33 ton of LS (veto region)

50t LS (17t of Gd-LS)

@teppeikatori
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2. JSNS2 experiment beam structure

@teppeikatori
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2. JSNS2 experiment vs LSND experiment

0.8MW

186µs

@teppeikatori
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@teppeikatori
https://physics.aps.org/articles/v11/122
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3. MiniBooNE legacies
fiTQun:MiniBooNE: NIMA608(2009)206
Likelihood-based Cherenkov ring
fitter, the main reconstruction
used by Super-Kamiokande
(LSNDàMiniBooNEàSuperK).

Flux systematic error: MiniBooNE: PRD79(2009)072002
- Errors are derived directly from hadron production
data (spline fit), not based on any flux model.
- Neutrino flux error = hadron production data error
Sanford-Wang fit error

data error

Online remote shift:
- <1 event per minute
- MiniBooNE is the first remote shift experiment at Fermilab
- All neutrino experiments at Fermilab adapted online remote
shift, including NOvA, MicroBooNE, MINERvA, etc

@teppeikatori
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MiniBooNE: PRD81(2010)092005
Martini et al,PRC80(2009)065501

3. MiniBooNE neutrino cross section measurement
MiniBooNE made the first detailed studies of neutrino-nucleus cross sections around 1 GeV.
CCQE puzzle
1. low Q2 suppression à Low forward efficiency? (detector?)
2. high Q2 enhancement à Axial mass > 1.0 GeV? (physics?)
3. large normalization à Beam simulation is wrong? (flux?)

µ

νµ

n

W
p

charged-current quasielastic scattering (CCQE)

€
€
CCQE interaction on nuclear targets are precisely measured by electron scattering
€
- Lepton universality = precise prediction for neutrino CCQE cross-section...?

€

€

MiniBooNE vs. NOMAD nµCCQE cross section on 12C target (per nucleon)

Carbon cross section
per nucleon is larger
than single nucleon
cross section?!

En (GeV)
@teppeikatori
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MiniBooNE: PRD81(2010)092005
Martini et al,PRC80(2009)065501

3. MiniBooNE neutrino cross section measurement
MiniBooNE made the first detailed studies of neutrino-nucleus cross sections around 1 GeV.

Flux-integrated differential cross section:
A new concept to measure, and report
neutrino cross section data. Now the
standard of the community.

Slide from
Martini

Discovery of nucleon correlation in neutrino scattering:
- Significant enhancement of cross section (10-30%)
- modify lepton kinematics and final state hadrons
- the hottest topic for T2K, MINERvA, MicroBooNE, etc

Particle Data Group
- Section 42, “Monte Carlo Neutrino Generators” (Hugh Gallagher, Yoshinari Hayato)
- Section 50, “Neutrino Cross-Section Measurements” (Sam Zeller)
On going effort from MiniBooE initiative!

The first textbook of neutrino interaction physics!
“Foundation of Nuclear and Particle Physics”
- Cambridge University Press (2017), ISBN:0521765110
@teppeikatori
20/03/12
- Authors: Donnelly, Formaggio, Holstein, Milner, Surrow
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MiniBooNE, PRD79(2009)072002

MiniBooNE extracts beam from the 8 GeV Booster

3. Fermilab Booster

1.5ns

x82
…...

19ns
Beam bunch structure

Booster

Target
Hall

1.6µs
20µs (trigger)
Beam spill structure

FNAL Booster

target and horn

decay region

dirt

detector

nµ ® ne ???

K+

p+

Booster

absorber

primary beam

secondary beam

tertiary beam

(protons)

(mesons)

(neutrinos)
@teppeikatori
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MiniBooNE, PRD79(2009)072002

3. Magnetic Focusing Horn
Magnetic focusing horn

8GeV protons are delivered to a 1.7 l Be target
within a magnetic horn (2.5 kV, 174 kA) that
increases the flux by ´ 6
By switching the current direction, the horn can
focus either positive (neutrino mode) or negative
(antineutrino mode) mesons.

FNAL Booster

target and horn

absorber

decay region

dirt

detector

p- p+

nµ ® ne ???

K+

p+

Booster

p-

p+

primary beam

secondary beam

tertiary beam

(protons)

(mesons)

(neutrinos)
@teppeikatori
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MiniBooNE, PRD79(2009)072002
HARP, Eur.Phys.J.C52(2007)29

3. Hadron Production
HARP experiment (CERN)

FNAL Booster

Modeling of meson production is based on the
measurement done by HARP collaboration.
- Identical, but 5% l Beryllium target
- 8.9 GeV/c proton beam momentum
- >80% coverage for p+

target and horn

dirt

detector

nµ ® ne ???

K+

p+

Booster

absorber

decay region

primary beam

secondary beam

tertiary beam

(protons)

(mesons)

(neutrinos)
@teppeikatori
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3. Cross section model
Predicted event rates before cuts
(NUANCE Monte Carlo)
Casper, Nucl.Phys.Proc.Suppl.112(2002)161

Event neutrino energy (GeV)
@teppeikatori
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3. Events in the Detector

MiniBooNE collaboration,
NIM.A599(2009)28

Muons
- Long strait tracks
à Sharp clear rings
Electrons
- Multiple scattering
- Radiative processes
à Scattered fuzzy rings
Neutral pions
- Decays to 2 photons
à Double fuzzy rings
NC elastic scattering
- No Cherenkov radiation
à Isotropic scintillation hits

@teppeikatori
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3. Events in the Detector

MiniBooNE collaboration,
NIM.A599(2009)28

Muons
- Long strait tracks
à Sharp clear rings
Electrons
- Multiple scattering
- Radiative processes
à Scattered fuzzy rings
Neutral pions
- Decays to 2 photons
à Double fuzzy rings
NC elastic scattering
- No Cherenkov radiation
à Isotropic scintillation hits
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3. Events in the Detector

MiniBooNE collaboration,
NIM.A599(2009)28

Muons
- Long strait tracks
à Sharp clear rings
Electrons
- Multiple scattering
- Radiative processes
à Scattered fuzzy rings
Neutral pions
- Decays to 2 photons
à Double fuzzy rings
NC elastic scattering
- No Cherenkov radiation
à Isotropic scintillation hits

@teppeikatori
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3. Events in the Detector

MiniBooNE collaboration,
NIM.A599(2009)28

Muons
- Long strait tracks
à Sharp clear rings
Electrons
- Multiple scattering
- Radiative processes
à Scattered fuzzy rings
Neutral pions
- Decays to 2 photons
à Double fuzzy rings
NC elastic scattering
- No Cherenkov radiation
à Isotropic scintillation hits

@teppeikatori
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MiniBooNE: PRL100(2008)032301

3. QE kinematics based energy reconstruction
Event reconstruction from Cherenkov ring profile for PID
- scattering angle q and kinetic energy of charged lepton T are measured
Charged Current Quasi-Elastic (CCQE) interaction
The simplest and the most abundant interaction around ~1 GeV. Neutrino
energy is reconstructed from the observed lepton kinematics “QE assumption”
1. assuming neutron at rest
𝜇@
𝜈$
2. assuming interaction is CCQE
𝑊
𝜈$ + 𝑛 ⟶ 𝑝 + 𝜇@ (𝜈$ + 𝑋 ⟶ 𝑋 M + 𝜇@ )
X

n-beam

µ

cosq
n

Tµ

𝑝

𝑛
GH
𝐸F

𝑀𝐸$ − 0.5𝑚$+
=
𝑀 − 𝐸$ + 𝑝$ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃

p
CCQE is the most important channel of neutrino oscillation physics for MiniBooNE, T2K,
microBoonE, SBND, etc (also important for NOvA, Hyper-Kamiokande, DUNE, etc)
@teppeikatori
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3. Detector stability
Event rate look consistent from expectations
- Antineutrino mode (factor 5 lower event rate)
- factor ~2 lower flux
- factor ~2-3 lower cross section
- Dark matter mode (factor 50 lower event rate)
- factor ~40 lower flux

MiniBooNE, PRL118(2017)221803,
PRD98(2018)112004

“Old” data set

“New” data set
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3. Detector stability
Old and new data agree within 2% over 8 years separation.

All Mean E (MeV)

Michel electron spectrum peak
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3. Detector stability
Old and new data agree within 2% over 8 years separation.
EnQE from nµCCQE sample

po mass peak from NCpo sample

@teppeikatori
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3. Data-Simulation comparison
Old and new data agree within 2% over 8 years separation.
- Excellent agreements with MC.
EnQE from nµCCQE sample

po mass peak from NCpo sample
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4. ne from µ-decay constraint
They are large background, but we have a good control of 𝜈& &𝜈̅&
background by joint 𝜈& &𝜈$ (𝜈̅& &𝜈̅$ ) fit for oscillation search.

p ® µ nµ
𝜋 C ⟶ 𝜇C + 𝜈$
𝜋 @ ⟶ 𝜇@ + 𝜈̅$

measured
guessed

𝜇C ⟶ 𝑒 C + 𝜈̅$ + 𝜈&
𝜇@ ⟶ 𝑒 @ + 𝜈$ + 𝜈̅&

µ ® e nµ ne
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MiniBooNE, PRD84(2011)072005

4. Anti-neutrino mode flux tuning
𝜈̅& &𝜈̅$ flux are harder to predict due to larger wrong
sign (𝜈& &𝜈$ ) background, and measured lepton
kinematics and p+ production are used to tune flux
à they consistently suggest we overestimate
antineutrino flux around 20%

Michel electron counting is
sensitive to 𝜈$ contamination
in 𝜈̅$ beam
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SciBooNE,PRD84(2011)012009

4. ne from K+-decay constraint
SciBooNE is a scintillator tracker located on BNB (detector hall is used by ANNIE now)
- neutrinos from kaon decay tend to be higher energy, and tend to make 3 tracks
- from 3 track analysis, kaon decay neutrinos are constrained (0.85±0.11, prior is 40% error)

SciBooNE 3 track event

SciBooNE,PRD84(2011)012009
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MiniBooNE, PLB664(2008)41

4. g from po constraint

po momentum data-MC comparison

poàgg
- not background, we can measure
poàg
- misID background, we cannot measure
The biggest systematics is production
rate of po, because once you find that, the
chance to make a single gamma ray is
predictable.
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Events

Events
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MiniBooNE, PRD82(2010)092005

4. External g constraint
MiniBooNE detector has a simple geometry
- Spherical Cherenkov detector
- Homogeneous, large active veto
We have number of internal measurement to
understand distributions of external events.
e.g.) NC elastic candidates with function of Z
Mis-modelling of external background is visible
After tuning
Before tuning
Internal events
External events
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5. Oscillation candidate event excess
200 < EnQE < 1250 MeV
- neutrino mode: Data = 1959 events
Bkgd = 1577.8 ± 39.7(stat) ± 75.4(syst) à 381.2 ± 85.2 excess (4.5s)
- antineutrino mode: Data = 478 events
Bkgd = 398.7 ± 20.0(stat) ± 20.3(syst) à 79.3 ± 28.6 excess (2.8s)
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T2K, JPhysG46 (2019) 08LT01

3. Neutrino NC single photon production
T2K near detector
- 95% pure photon sample (Minv<50 MeV)
- Large external photon background and
internal po production background. T2K can
only set a limit on this process.
NC single gamma
candidate event
NC single gamma sample

Photon sample
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4. PID cuts Oscillation candidate events

4 PID cuts
(a) Before PID cuts
(b) After L(e/mu) cut
(c) After L(e/po) cut
(d) After mgg cut
Old and new data agree
within 2% over 8 years
separation.
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deNiverville et al, PRD84(2011)075020
MiniBooNE-DM, PRD98(2018)112004

5. BSM electron scattering models
Dark matter particle - electron scattering
New particles created in the beam dump can
scatter electrons in the detector.
However, MiniBooNE beam dump mode data
shows no excess.
This result set limits on beam dump produced
new particle – electron scattering interpretation.
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Gninenko, PRL103(2009)241802 and many others, Jordan et al.,PRL122(2019)081801

5. BSM photon production models
heavy neutrino decay

n
Heavy neutrino decay g production
- Minimum extension of the SM
- Heavy neutrinos are produced in the beamline
by kinetically mix with SM neutrinos
- Heavy neutrinos decay to SM neutrinos in the
detector.
These models have problems because they
cannot reproduce the angular distribution of
oscillation candidates.

nµ

nµ

nh

g

Z
N
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Gninenko, PRL103(2009)241802 and many others, Jordan et al., Jordan et al.,PRL122(2019)081801
Ballett, et al, JHEP04(2017)102, Bertuzzo et al.,PRL121(2018)241801, Argüelles et al., PRL123(2019)261801

5. BSM e+e- production models

heavy neutrino decay

n
Heavy neutrino decay g production
- Minimum extension of the SM
- Heavy neutrinos are produced in the beamline
by kinetically mix with SM neutrinos
- Heavy neutrinos decay to SM neutrinos in the
detector.
These models have problems because they
cannot reproduce the angular distribution of
oscillation candidates.
Z’ decay model
A new class of models predict a heavy neutrino
and a neutral heavy boson decaying to e+e-.
These models explain both energy and angular
distributions of MiniBooNE oscillation candidate
data.

nµ

nµ

nh

g

Z
N

N
Z’ decay

n
nh

nµ

Z’

e+
e-

Z’
N
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MiniBooNE

NuMI
beam
target

background

86 m

KDAR

decay pipe
horns
absorber

40 m
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5m

FIG. 1. The NuMI beamline and various sources of neutrinos
that reach MiniBooNE (dashed lines). The signal KDAR neutrinos (solid line) originate mainly from the absorber.

antineutrino modes, since KDAR production from the
absorber is not dependent on the polarization of the horns.
However, the background νμ and ν̄μ event rate is predicted
to be about 30% lower in the antineutrino mode. We use
data taken in this configuration from 2009–2011, corresponding to 2.62 × 1020 protons on the NuMI target.
PRL120(2018)141802
The focus of this analysis is on reconstructing KDARlike low energy νμ CC events. A simple detector observable, PMThits5ns , defined as the number of PMT hits
multiplied by the fraction of light detected in the first 5 ns
after correcting for vertex position, is used to reconstruct T μ
in selected events featuring (1) an electron from muon
decay, noting that about 7.8% of μ− capture on nuclei [26],
(2) a lack of veto activity, and (3) a reconstructed distance
between the end point of the primary track and the muon
decay vertex of < 150 cm. This detector observable is
meant to isolate the muon via its characteristic prompt
Čerenkov light, as compared to the delayed scintillationonly light (τ ¼ 18 ns) from the below-threshold hadronic
part of the interaction. According to the NUWRO neutrino
event generator [12], only 14% of muons created in
236 MeV νμ CC events are expected to be produced with
energy less than 39 MeV, the Čerenkov threshold for
muons in MiniBooNE mineral oil. KDAR-induced muons
are expected to populate a “signal region,” defined as
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